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QUESTION 1

A supplier sends messages that they sign with a certificate to a BizTalk Server 2010 application. You need to ensure
that the received messages are signed with the certificate. What should you do? 

A. Use the XMLTransmit pipeline. 

B. Use a custom pipeline that leverages the MIME/SMIME encoder component. 

C. Use a custom pipeline that leverages the MIME/SMIME decoder component. 

D. Use the XMLReceive pipeline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A BizTalk Server 2010 solution uses an orchestration to send XML documents to various vendors. The XML documents
are delivered by an FTP port. The port is configured in the orchestration with the Binding property set to Specify later.
You need to ensure that the FTP address of the send port can be specified in the orchestration at run time. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a new send port group. Add a new FTP send port to the send port group for each vendor. Bind the
orchestration to this send port group. 

B. Configure the Binding property for the port in the orchestration to Direct. Set the value of the
Microsoft.XLANGs.Core.PortBinding property for this port in the orchestration to the appropriate vendor address. 

C. Configure the Binding property for the port in the orchestration to Dynamic. Set the value of the
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address property for this port in the orchestration to the appropriate vendor address. 

D. Configure the Binding property for the port in the orchestration to Specify now. Bind the orchestration to this new port.
Set the value of the Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address property for this port in the orchestration to the appropriate
vendor address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are integrating BizTalk Server 2010 with a secure Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) service
that does not have metadata exchange (MEX) enabled. The web service provider distributes an XML schema with a
root node named SecretData without a namespace for the data provided by the web service. You generate a BizTalk
schema based on the XML schema. You finish developing the application and deploy it for integration testing. When
testing the service, you trace the messages received from the service. You see that the response message is within a
single element named SecureResponse. SOAP elements wrap the response message and the SecureResponse
element. You need to specify the inbound message body properties to ensure that the message can be received. 
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What should you do? 

A. Choose the Envelope option. Add the soapProcessing endpoint behavior with the property processMessages=True. 

B. Choose the Path option. For the body path expression, specify /*[local- name()=\\'SecureResponse\\']/*[local-
name()=\\'SecretData\\']. 

C. Choose the Path option. For the body path expression, specify /*[local-name()=\\'SecretData\\']. Add the
soapProcessing endpoint behavior with the property processMessages=True. 

D. Choose the Body option. Add the useRequestHeadersForMetadataAddress service behavior. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A BizTalk Server 2010 solution uses an orchestration to call an external Microsoft .NET assembly. The class on the
assembly is not serializable. The Expression shape used to call the .NET assembly is contained within a scope that has
its Transaction Type property set to Atomic. The call to the .NET assembly occasionally results in an exception being
thrown. You need to handle the exception when it is thrown. Create a new scope with the Transaction Type property set
to Long Running. 

What should you do next? 

A. Add an exception handler to the new scope. Drag and drop the atomic scope below the new scope. 

B. Add an exception handler to the new scope. Drag and drop the atomic scope above the new scope. 

C. Add an exception handler to the new scope. Drag and drop the atomic scope inside the new scope. 

D. Add a compensation block to the atomic scope. Drag and drop the atomic scope inside the new scope. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company uses an existing BizTalk Server 2010 solution to process customer orders. A customer sends you positional
flat files containing orders. All dates in the customer flat file are provided as string data types in a YYYYMMDD format.
The orchestration requires that the dates are treated as date data types in the YYYYMMDD format. You need to ensure
that dates provided by the customer are specified as dates in the YYYYMMDD format and not strings. 

Which task or tasks should you perform by using the BizTalk Schema Editor? 

A. Change the Base Data Type property to xs:date and set the MinFacet and MaxFacet properties to yyyyMMdd for
each field that contains a date. 

B. Create a SimpleType property with a regular expression Pattern equal to yyyyMMdd. Change the Base Data Type
property to the SimpleType property for each field that contains a date. 
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C. Create a SimpleType property with a regular expression Pattern equal to yyyyMMdd. Change the Data Type property
to the SimpleType property for each field that contains a date. 

D. Change the Data Type property to xs:date and set the Custom Date/Time Format property to yyyyMMdd for each
field that contains a date. 

Correct Answer: D 
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